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Abstract

We introduce α-synchronous relations for a rational number α. We
show that if a rational relation is both α- and α′-synchronous for two
different numbers α and α′, then it is recognizable. We give a synchro-
nization algorithm for α-synchronous transducers. We also prove the
closure under boolean operations and composition of α-synchronous
relations.

1 Introduction

We introduce α-synchronous relations for a rational number α. They extend
the classical notion of synchronous relations, which are rational relations
realized by letter to letter transducers. In these usual synchronous trans-
ducers, the ratio between the output length and the input length is always
1 whereas we allow it to be any fixed rational number α. These relations
have already been mentioned by Sakarovitch [8, p. 660].

The main result about these α-synchronous relations is a Cobham-like
theorem. We show that if a relation is both α- and α′-synchronous for two
distinct rational number α and α′, then it is recognizable. This question
was raised by Sakarovitch [8, p. 660]. Recall that Cobham’s result states
that if the base k representation of a set of integers is regular for two mul-
tiplicatively independent bases k, it is ultimately periodic [2]. If k and k ′

are multiplicatively independent, conversion from base k to base k ′ is not
rational. Otherwise, this conversion is a (log k ′/ log k)-synchronous relation.

We also study the synchronization of transducers. We show that if a
relation is realized by a transducer in which the ratio between the output
length and the input length is α for any cycle, it can be also realized by
another transducer in which the ratio between the output length and the
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input length is α for any transition. This algorithm can be viewed as a
normalization of α-synchronous transducers.

The question of the synchronization of transducers goes back to the
paper of Elgot and Mezei [4] about rational relations realized by finite au-
tomata, and to the result of Eilenberg and Schützenberger [3], which states
that a length preserving rational relation of A∗ × B∗ is a rational subset
of (A × B)∗, or, equivalently, is realized by a synchronous automaton. The
proof of Eilenberg is effective but is done on regular expressions and not
directly on automata. In [5], Frougny and Sakarovitch give an algorithm
for synchronization of relations with bounded length difference, the rela-
tions being between finite words or between one-sided infinite words. This
constitutes another proof of Eilenberg and Schützenberger’s result. Their al-
gorithm operates directly on the transducer that realizes the relation. Our
synchronization algorithm is an extension to α-synchronous transducer of
the algorithm given in [5].

One main ingredient of the synchronization algorithm is the state split-
ting transformation. The notion of state splitting, which appeared early in
information theory, has been introduced to symbolic dynamics by Williams.
Since then, it has been widely used, for example to solve certain coding
problems [7, 1].

Finally, we show that the class of α-synchronous relations is a boolean
algebra as in the case of classical synchronous relations. This result is a
crucial property in the theory of automatic structures [6].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic defini-
tions of rational relations and transducers. The α-synchronous transducers
and relations are defined in Section 3. The synchronization algorithm is
described in Section 4. Some closure properties of these relations are proved
in section 5 and the main theorem is proved in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

When a rational number α is written α = p/q, we always assume that the
integers p and q are relatively prime.

In what follows, A and B denote finite alphabets. The free monoid A∗

is the set of finite words or sequences of letters from A. The empty word is
denoted by ε. The length of a word u ∈ A∗ is denoted by |u|. In this paper,
we study relations, that is, subsets of the product monoid A∗ × B∗. For a
relation R ⊆ A∗ × B∗, we denote by R−1 the relation {(v, u) | (u, v) ∈ R}.

A transducer (also known as a two-tape automaton) is a non-deterministic
automaton whose transitions are labeled by pairs of words. A transducer
over the monoid A∗ ×B∗ is composed of a finite set Q of states, a finite set
E ⊂ Q × A∗ × B∗ × Q of transitions and two sets I, F ⊆ Q of initial and
final states. A transition τ = (s, u, v, t) from s to t is denoted by s u|v−−→ t.
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A path in a transducer T is a sequence

s0
u0|v0

−−−→ s1
u1|v1

−−−→ · · ·
un|vn
−−−→ sn

of consecutive transitions. The label of this path is the pair (u, v) where
its input label u is the word u1u2 · · · un and its output label v is the word
v1v2 · · · vn. Such a path is denoted s0

u|v−−→ sn. This path is accepting if s0 is
initial and sn is final. The set accepted by the transducer is the set of labels
of its accepting paths, which is a relation R ⊆ A∗ × B∗. We say that the
relation R is realized by the transducer T .

A subset of A∗ × B∗ is rational if it can be obtained from some finite
subsets using union, concatenation and star iteration. It is a consequence of
Kleene’s theorem that a subset of A∗ × B∗ is a rational relation if and only
if it is the relation realized by a transducer.

We now recall the definition of a class of very simple rational relations.
A relation R ⊆ A∗ × B∗ is recognizable if there are two families K1, . . . ,Kn

and L1, . . . , Ln of rational subsets of A∗ and B∗ such that R =
⋃n

i=1 Ki × Li.

3 α-synchronous relations

In this section, we first define the notion of α-synchronous transducer and
α-synchronous relation. Through the section, a positive rational number
α = p/q is fixed.

A transducer T is α-synchronous if for each transition s u|v−−→ t, the
lengths of the input and output labels satisfy |u| = q and |v| = p. If follows
immediately that α is the ratio between the output length and input length
of any path. For any path s u|v−−→ t in T , the equality |v|/|u| = α holds.

Let # be a padding symbol that does not belong to the alphabets A
and B. The padding of a pair (u, v) of words over A and B is the pair
(u#m, v#n) where m and n are the least integers such that |v#n|/|u#m| =
α. The integers m and n are actually given by m = qr−|u| and n = pr−|v|
where the integer r is defined by r = max(d|u|/qe, d|v|/pe). The padding
of (u, v) is denoted (u, v)# without any reference to α although it depends
on α. For a relation R ⊆ A∗ × B∗, we denote by R# the following relation

R# = {(u, v)# | (u, v) ∈ R}.

A relation R ⊆ A∗ ×B∗ is α-synchronous if the relation R# can be realized
by an α-synchronous transducer over the alphabets A ∪ {#} and B ∪ {#}.

Example 1. The transducer of Figure 1 performs conversion of the integers
from base 2 to base 4. Indeed, its accepts the pairs (u, v) where u is the
base-2 expansion of some integer n (padded with a leading 0 to make it of
even length) and v is the base-4 expansion of n. This transducer is 1/2-
synchronous.
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0 1

01|1
10|2

11|3

00|0
01|1
10|2
11|3

Figure 1: Conversion from base 2 to base 4

4 Synchronization

A transducer has the α-cycle property if for any cycle s u|v−−→ s, the equality
|v|/|u| = α holds. Of course, an α-synchronous transducer satisfies the α-
cycle property. The property of being α-synchronous is a local property
whereas the α-cycle property is a global one. The following proposition
states that these two properties are in fact equivalent.

Proposition 2. A relation realized by a transducer with the α-cycle property
is α-synchronous.

0 1

1|1
10|2

11|3

00|0
01|1
10|2
11|3

Figure 2: Conversion from base 2 to base 4 (cont.)

Example 3. In the transducer of Figure 1, a leading 0 has been added in
the transition 0 01|1−−→ 1 to make the transducer 1/2-synchronous. If this 0 is
removed, this yields the transducer of Figure 2, which is not 1/2-synchronous
but has the 1/2-cycle property.

The proof of the proposition is separated into several lemmas.

Lemma 4. Let α = p/q be a rational number. For any transducer T with the
α-cycle property, there is a constant K such that the inequality

∣

∣q|v|−p|u|
∣

∣ ≤
K holds for any path s u|v−−→ t in T .

We say that a transducer has the α-balance property if for any two paths
s u|v−−→ t and s u′|v′−−−→ t with the same starting and ending states, the equality
q|v|−p|u| = q|v′|−p|u′| holds. Note that the α-balance property is stronger
than the α-cycle property since we always assume an empty path from s
to s labeled by the pair (ε, ε). The following lemma states that they are in
fact equivalent.

Lemma 5. Let α = p/q be a rational number. For any transducer T with
the α-cycle property, there is a transducer T ′ with the α-balance property
and a single initial state that realizes the same relation as T .
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01 2 3
1|1

10|2
11|3

00|0 01|1
10|2 11|3

00|0 01|1
10|2 11|3

#|ε

Figure 3: Conversion from base 2 to base 4 (cont.)

Example 6. The transducer of Figure 2 has the 1/2-cycle property but it
does not have the 1/2-balance property. If the construction given in the
proof of the lemma is applied to this transducer, one gets the transducer of
Figure 3, which has the 1/2-balance property.

Let α = p/q be a rational number and let T be a transducer with the
α-balance property and a single initial state i. Define the function b from Q
to N by b(s) = q|v|−p|u| where i u|v−−→ s is a path from i to s. The α-balance
property ensures that the value q|v|− p|u| does not depend on the path and
the function b is well-defined. The value b(s) is called the balance of the
state s. The function b has the following properties. The balance of the
initial state is 0 and for any path s u|v−−→ t, q|v| − p|u| is equal to b(t) − b(s).

If a transducer T has the property that the balance of any state is 0, the
label of any transition is a pair (u, v) such that q|v| − p|u| equals 0. Since
p and q are relatively prime, there is an integer k such that |u| = kq and
|v| = kp. If k equals 0, the label of the transition is (ε, ε). These transitions
can be removed using standard techniques to remove ε-transitions. If k ≥ 2,
the words u and v can be factorized u = u1 · · · uk where |ui| = q and
v = v1 · · · vk where |vi| = p. The transition s u|v−−→ t can be replaced by the
k transitions si−1

ui|vi−−−→ si where s0 = s, sk = t and s1, . . . , sk−1 are newly
introduced states. Applying this transformation to each transition yields an
α-synchronous transducer that realizes the same relation.

Once a transducer with the α-balance property has been obtained, it
must be ensured that all final states have a 0-balance. Some final states
may have a balance different from 0 since a pair (u, v) ∈ R may not sat-
isfy |v|/|u| = α. Since any pair (u, v)# ∈ R# satisfies this equality, the
transducer must be slightly transformed. A new state f , which becomes the
unique final state is added. Furthermore, for any former final s state with
balance qa−bp, a new transition s #m|#n

−−−−−→ f is also added where m = qr−b,
n = pr − a and r = max(db/qe, da/pe).

Let α = p/q be a rational number. Since p and q are relatively prime,
any integer n is equal to qa − pb for some integers a and b. Furthermore,
both integers a and b can be chosen positive since n is also equal to q(a +
kp) − p(b + kq) for any integer k. For any integer n, let us define ||n|| as
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follows.
||n|| = min{a + b | n = qa − pb with a, b ≥ 0}.

We call ||n|| the weight of n. It is true that ||n|| = 0 if and only if n = 0
but the weight of −n is not necessarily equal to the weight of n. Note that
if n = qa − pb and ||n|| = a + b, then a < p or b < q holds. Otherwise
n = qa′ − pb′ where a′ = a − p and b′ = b − q and a′ + b′ < a + b.

Example 7. If α = 2/3, the weight of some small integers is the following.

n · · · −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · ·

||n|| 5 2 4 1 3 0 2 4 1 3 5 2

For a transducer T with the α-balance property, we denote by ||T || the
integer maxs∈Q ||b(s)||. Note that ||T || equals 0 if and only the balance of
any state is 0.

Lemma 8. Let A be transducer with the α-balance property such that the
balance of any final state is 0. If ||T || > 0, there is a transducer T ′ realizing
the same relation and such that ||T ′|| < ||T ||.

The proof of this lemma is based on two transformations of transducers
called state splitting and letter shifting. We first define the operation of
out-state splitting in a transducer T . Let s be a state of T and let O =
(O1, . . . , On) be a partition of all transitions leaving s. The operation of out-
state splitting relative to the partition O transforms T into the transducer
T ′ where Q′ = (Q\{s})∪{s1, . . . , sn} is obtained from Q by splitting state s
into n new states s1, . . . , sn.

• all transitions of T that are not incident to s are left unchanged.

• each si has a copy of the transitions entering s.

• the transitions leaving s are distributed among s1, . . . , sn according to
the partition O.

Note that transitions from s to s are considered as both leaving and enter-
ing s. Note also that the balance of the new states s1, . . . , sn is the same as
the balance of s. The operation of in-state splitting is obtained by reversing
the roles played by transitions entering and leaving s.

An out-state splitting is shown in Figure 4. There are three transitions
τ1, τ2 and τ3, leaving the state s. The state s is split according to the
partition O = ({τ1}, {τ2}, {τ3}) into three states s1, s2 and s3.

We now describe the letter shifting operation. There are actually four
variants whether input or output labels are considered and whether letters
are shifted forwards or backwards. We describe the backwards shifting of
the output letters. Let s be state that is neither initial nor final and such
that all outgoing transitions have a non-empty output label and that all
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s

u|u′

v|v′

t|at′
r|br′

w|cw′

Before

s1

s2

s3

u|u′

u|u′

u|u′

v|v′

v|v′

v|v′

r|br′

w|cw′

t|at′

t|at′

t|at′

After

Figure 4: An out-state splitting

s

t|at′
u|u′

v|v′

r|ar′

w|aw′

Before

s

t|t′a
u|u′a

v|v′a

r|r′

w|w′

After

Figure 5: An output backwards shifting.

these output labels start with the same letter a. If these conditions are not
fulfilled, the operation cannot be performed. This letter a is removed from
the output labels of all outgoing transitions and it is added as the last letter
of the output labels of all ingoing transitions. Note that transitions from s
to s are considered as both leaving and entering s. The balance of the state s
is changed by the letter shifting. If its balance is r before the operation, it
becomes r + q after an output backwards shifting and r − p after an input
backwards shifting. An output backwards shifting is shown in Figure 5.

Example 9. If the proof of the lemma is applied to the transducer of Figure 3,
one gets the transducer of Figure 6. State 2 has been split into states 2, 3
and 4 and there has been one backwards input shifting.

5 Closure properties

The class of α-synchronous relations is closed under several operations. Here,
we prove the closure properties that are needed in the proof of the main
theorem. We consider only the boolean operations and composition.

If R and R′ are two α-synchronous relations (for the same α), it is clear
that the relation R ∪ R′ is also α-synchronous. For a relation R, we denote
by Ř the complement relation {(u, v) | (u, v) /∈ R}.
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0

2

3

41

10|2
11|3

10|1

11|11#|1

00|0 01|1
10|2 11|3

00|0
10|1

01|0
11|1

0#|0
1#|1

01|2
11|3

00|2
10|3

0#|2
1#|3

Figure 6: Conversion from base 2 to base 4 (cont.)

Proposition 10. If the relation R is α-synchronous, the relation Ř is also
α-synchronous.

Proof. Let T be an α-synchronous transducer realizing the relation R#.
Since each transition of T is labeled by a pair (u, v) of words such that
|u| = q and |v| = p, the transducer T can be viewed as an automaton over
the alphabet C = (A ∪ {#})q × (B ∪ {#})p. This automaton accepts a
rational set of words L over C. Let T ′ be an automaton over C accepting
the complement of L. This automaton can be modified to accept only words
of the form A∗#∗ × B∗#∗. This modified automaton over C is actually an
α-synchronous transducer realizing Ř#.

For two relations R ⊆ A∗ × B∗ and R′ ⊆ B∗ × C∗, we denote by RR′

the relation obtained by composition of R and R′, that is, the relation
{(u,w) | ∃v (u, v) ∈ R and (v, w) ∈ R′}.

Proposition 11. If the relations R ⊆ A∗ × B∗ and R′ ⊆ B∗ × C∗ are
respectively α- and α′-synchronous, the relation RR′ is αα′-synchronous.

Proof. Let T be an α-synchronous transducer realizing R# and T ′ be an α′-
synchronous transducer realizing R′#. The following operation is performed
on T and T ′ to get S and S ′. Each transition s u|v−−→ t where u = u1 · · · uq

and v = v1 · · · vp is replaced by the following path of length q + p

s0
u1|ε
−−→ s1

u2|ε
−−→ · · ·

uq |ε
−−→ sq

ε|v1

−−→ sq+1
ε|v2

−−→ · · ·
ε|vp

−−→ sq+p
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where s0 = s, sq+p = t and s1, . . . , sq+p−1 are the newly introduced states.
The transducers S and S ′ still realize the relations R# and R′#. They are no
longer α- and α′-synchronous but they have the α- and α′-cycle properties.
A transducer R realizing (RR′)# is defined as follows. Its set of states is
Q × Q′ where Q and Q′ are the sets of states of S and S ′. Its initial and
final states are I × I ′ and F × F ′ where I, F , I ′ and F ′ are the initial and
final set of states of S and S ′. If E and E ′ are the sets of transitions of S
and S ′, the transitions of R are defined as follows.

{

(s, s′)
u|w
−−→ (t, t′) | ∃v ∈ B ∪ {#, ε} s

u|v
−−→ t ∈ E and s′

v|w
−−→ t′ ∈ E′

}

It is straightforward to verify that R realizes the relation (RR ′)# and that
it has the αα′-cycle property. By Proposition 2, the relation RR′ is αα′-
synchronous.

6 Main theorem

It is clear that a recognizable relation is α-synchronous for any α > 0. The
following theorem gives a converse.

Theorem 12. If a rational relation R ⊆ A∗ ×B∗ is α- and α′-synchronous
for α 6= α′, then R is recognizable.

The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 13. Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on A∗ that is α-synchronous
for α 6= 1. The relation ∼ is of finite index (it has finitely many classes).

Proof. We claim that there is a constant K such that if w ∈ A∗ satisfies
|w| > K, there is w′ ∈ A∗ such that w ∼ w′ and |w′| < |w|. This proves
that the relation ∼ is of finite index since the number of classes is bounded
by the number of words of length smaller than K.

Since the relation ∼−1 is equal to the relation ∼, we may assume that
α = p/q > 1. Let T be an α-synchronous transducer realizing the relation ∼.
For each state s of T , we define c(s) by

c(s) = min{|u| | s
u|v
−−→ f is a path where v ∈ #∗ and f is final}.

By convention, we set c(s) = ∞ if no such word u exists. Let C and K be
defined by C = maxc(s)6=∞ c(s) and K = α(p + C)/(1 − α).

Let w be a word such that w > K. Since w ∼ w holds, there is an
accepting path labeled by (w,w)# in T . This path can be decomposed

i
u|v
−−→ s

u′|v′

−−−→ f
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where (uu′, vv′) = (w,w)#, v = w#n with n < p and v′ ∈ #∗. Since
|v| ≤ |w| + p and |v|/|u| = α. One has |u| < p + |w|/α. By definition of C,
there is a path s u′′|v′′−−−→ f ′ such that |u′′| ≤ C, v′′ ∈ #∗ and f ′ is a final state.
Then there is an accepting path labeled by (uu′′, uv′′) in T . Furthermore,
the word uu′′ satisfies |uv′′| ≤ |u| + C < p + C + |w|/α ≤ |w|. There is a
word w′ such that (uu′′, vv′′) = (w′, w)# and |w′| < |w|. We have found a
word w′ such that w ∼ w′ and |w′| < |w|.

We come now to the proof of the main theorem.

Proof. Let R be a relation that is α- and α′-synchronous for α 6= α′. For a
word u in A∗, we denote by R(u) the set {v | (u, v) ∈ R}. We define the
equivalence relation ∼ on A∗ as follows. For any word u and u′, the relation
u ∼ u′ holds if and only if R(u) = R(u′). We claim that the relation ∼ is
α/α′-synchronous.

By Proposition 10, it suffices to prove that the relation 6∼ is α/α′-
synchronous. By definition of ∼, one has the following equivalence

u 6∼ u′ ⇐⇒ ∃v







(u, v) ∈ R ∧ (u′, v) /∈ R
∨

(u, v) /∈ R ∧ (u′, v) ∈ R
,

which shows that the relation 6∼ is equal to RŘ−1∪ŘR−1 where Ř = {(u, v) |
(u, v) /∈ R}. Since R is α-synchronous, the relation Ř is also α-synchronous
by Proposition 10. Since R is α′-synchronous, both relations Ř−1 and R−1

are also 1/α′-synchronous by Proposition 10. By Proposition 11, both rela-
tions RŘ−1 and ŘR−1 are α/α′-synchronous.

By the previous lemma, the relation ∼ is of finite index. This proves
that R is recognizable.
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